
4TH GRADE LIBRARY UNITS 

 

Introduction 
After a couple of quick days reviewing rules and reintroducing the Library students start 

on a major research project.   Students also start checking out immediately.  In 4th Grade 

they can start the year checking out four books.  They should bring their book(s) back 

each week on (or before) the day of their class so they can check out new books.   Their 

books are actually checked out for three weeks but we recommend renewing them weekly 

since it’s hard to keep track of how long the books have been checked out.   

 

 

THE BIRD RESEARCH PROJECT 
One of the main requirements for Library skills is for students to review and practice the 

research process.   The topic of birds was chosen because it is a passion of the Teacher 

Librarian and a topic that kids know and can be excited about.   

 

The Introduction 
Students review what they know about birds, get to touch (carefully cleaned) feathers, 

and see a slide show on Birds.  They choose their Bird from a list of local birds they can 

see nearby and decide on what questions they want to find information to answer. 

 

Notes and Works Cited 
The next step is finding information and taking notes.  We use both book resources and 

online resources.  There is some great information about birds.  Students also must record 

where they find information (Works Cited, formerly called a Bibliography). 

 

Using Their Notes to Write a Paragraph 
Given the limited amount of time students have in the Library, students use their notes to 

write a paragraph answering a main Topic Question and four Key Questions.   

 

Then The Fun Part—Drawing a Picture of Their Bird 
Students then get to draw a picture of their bird, celebrating the beauty of these 

creatures.  They get a quick art lesson and can draw from pictures.  Students’ work are 

displayed on a bird bulletin board in the Library showing some amazing artists in our 

school.   

 

A Scavenger Hunt Through the Library 
Students then review much of what they’ve learned the past two years by doing a 

Scavenger Hunt helps them practice finding books in the Library and information on the 

computers.   

 



The Final Project—A Poetry Book 
We learn about different types of poetry and they write their own poem which is included 

in a class book. 


